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ABSTRACT:

RESUMEN:

The article aims to research the reasons of why Russian
industrial enterprises tend to use the strategy of
institutional isomorphism. The author introduces the notion
of ‘institutional rent of an en-terprise’ after clarifying the
kinds of economic rents and the essence of the
isomorphism theory. Rus-sian enterprises prefer the
isomorphism’s strategy due to the specifics of the industrial
policy and other institutional factors. This trend resulted in
the essential increase of institutional rents over adaptation
costs. The use of such a strategy might lead to the
operation of economically ineffective enterprises on the
market.
Keywords: institutional rent, institutional isomorphism,
industrial enterprises, competitive strategy

El artículo pretende investigar las razones de por qué las
empresas industriales rusas tienden a utilizar la estrategia
de isomorfismo institucional. El autor introduce la noción de
' renta institucional de un en-terprise ' después de clarificar
los tipos de rentas económicas y la esencia de la teoría del
isomorfismo. Las empresas Rus-Sian prefieren la estrategia
del isomorfismo debido a las especificidades de la política
industrial y otros factores institucionales. Esta tendencia dio
lugar al aumento esencial de los alquileres institucionales
sobre los costos de adaptación. El uso de esa estrategia
podría conducir a la operación de empresas
económicamente ineficaces en el mercado.
Palabras clave: renta institucional, isomorfismo
institucional, empresas industriales, estrategia competitiva

1. Introduction
The microlevel decisions are derivatives from the parameters of the institutional environment,
innovative externalities and a lot of other external factors. Permanent changes in this environment
determine the need to transform the mechanisms of sustainable development of enterprises and shift
their goals from maximizing profits to finding new, long-term strategies.
Heavy industry is traditionally the basis of the Russian economy. The development of these industries
can serve as a multiplier for other sectors of the economy. On the one hand, the activity of such
enterprises has technological character, based on tangible assets, standard procedures for planning
and organizing business processes. The specificity of the enterprises activity in the heavy industries
makes it very difficult to use flexible business models, i.e. it limits the choice of sources for generating
competitive advantages.

On the other hand, we have a lot of empirical evidence (for example, (Skaletskii, 2016; Orekhova,
2017b)) of the fact that investments into various types of resources practically do not affect the
profitability of industrial enterprises in Russia. In other words, strategies based on the exploitation of
a strong internal environment do not work.
The study of the reasons for this divergence of theory and practice is a non-trivial scientific task. The
aim of this work is to study the phenomenon of institutional isomorphism as a main competitive
strategy for Russian industrial enterprises.
The solution to this problem involves concentrating on two fundamental challenges:
the specification of sources and drivers of enterprises' competitiveness;
the premises study and the choice justification of the institutional isomorphism strategy by Russian
industrial enterprises.

2. Methodology
The activity of the enterprise is the reproduction of two functions: development (creation of
competitive advantages) and realization of goals (using competitive advantages). Generation of
competitive advantages, thus, constitutes a substantial foundation for the sustainable development of
any business.
Competitiveness is the result that fixes the presence of competitive advantages; in the long run this
result is obtaining some excess profit (rent) for the given market by an enterprise.
Scientific economic schools that study the problem field of strategic management, put forward various
explanations for the sources of competitive advantages of enterprises (the main approaches are in
Table 1).
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We can explain the economic nature of competitive advantages by a number of external and internal
factors, among which the main ones are the creation of value (Porter, 1991; Rumelt, 2003); entrance
barriers and the situation in the industry (Schmalensee, 1985; Grant, 2016); the capability to
innovate (Hamel, 2000); sensitivity to changes (Grant, 2016); unique resources (Grant, 1991; Collis,
Montgomery, 1995); the presence of "isolating mechanisms" (Rumelt, 1984); incompleteness of
information and the size of transaction costs (Williamson, 1985); special knowledge (Argote, Ingram,
2000; Nonaka, 1991) and core competences (Prahalad, Hamel, 1990; Rumelt, 2003).
Thus, competitive strategies can be due to the advantages of the internal environment or adaptation
to the external environment. Isomorphism is one of the ways to adaptation, which means structural
equivalence and similar patterns of relationships of different organizational forms.
The most development of the isomorphism concept has been in works on economic sociology, and,
therefore, they based most of the empirical researches on the analysis of public sector organizations
(for example (Radaev, 2003; Frumkin, Galaskiewicz, 2004; Caemmerer, Marck, 2009; Klenk, Seyfried,
2016)). Competitive isomorphism is close to the industry approach of M. Porter and suggests that
enterprises copy the competitive struggle methods of the stronger market players. The institutional
isomorphism, proposed by neo-institutionalists (DiMaggio, Powell, 1983; Powell, 1991; Haveman,
1993; Deephouse, 1996; Dacin, 1997), postulates that organizations compete not only economically
but also struggle for political power. In practice, this strategy increases the chances of survival, since
it makes firms more legitimate for counteragents.

3. Results
According to (DiMaggio, Powell, 1983), there are three types of isomorphism:
coercive type arises in conditions of power imbalance and is expressed in the existence of institutional
constraints and rules both at the state level and within the market;
mimetic type is a response to the uncertainty of the environment and presupposes the benchmarking of
successful business models;
normative type is due to the availability of professional networks in the market.

Within the framework of this typology, they consider the state only as a source of a forced type of
isomorphism. The activities of the state determine the rules for the conduct of business operations
and affect the flow of goods and resources in the economy.
However, the state cannot only limit, but also support this or that activity. In the classic paper
(Baumol, 1990), they argued the hypothesis that the contribution of business depends not on the
number of entrepreneurs, but on their distribution between productive (innovation) and unproductive
(rent seeking) activity. They determined this distribution by external institutional incentives. In the
case of an industrial enterprise, such institutional incentives are in the industrial policy and the
general economic institutional environment. In addition, a number of internal factors, including
organizational and legal and economic characteristics, existing investment projects, contracts,
dynamic capabilities determine the company's strategy in general. These factors also determine the
possibility of the enterprise to move to the isomorphism strategy aimed at using industrial policy and
institutional reforms (Figure 1).

Fig. 1
Factors behind enterprise competitiveness as a result of industrial policy impact (Orekhova, 2017, 122)

By institutional rent we mean a set of extra benefits of the enterprise from the matching of the vector
of its strategic development and the institutional context expressed in the priorities of the state
industrial policy.
When the state aims to support weak market players (for example, small businesses, city-forming
low-efficient enterprises, etc.), an enterprise can obtain competitive advantages through grants,
subsidies, preferential terms of lending, etc., and as a result they obtain institutional rents. In case of
a significant differentiation of the economy along technological lines (as the Russian economy), a low
level of technological development of an industrial enterprise can also be a source of institutional rent.
Complementing the classification (DiMaggio, Powell, 1983), we call the strategy of obtaining
institutional rent (the orientation of the enterprise to profit from the industrial policy of the state)
state-oriented isomorphism.
The reasons for the emergence of this type of isomorphism in Russia are numerous and ambiguous.
Thus, (Meyer, Rowan, 1977) distinguished two kinds of premises of institutional isomorphism.
1. Specific needs of market participants, which encourage the development of coordinating and controlling
structures. Such structures contribute to the sustainable development of the enterprise and determine its
competitive advantages.
2. The interconnection of networks, informal rules in the society and the leadership of the organizational elite
create a highly-institutionalized environment. In such an environment, the organization gains legitimacy,
stability and resources.

In the conditions of the Russian economy, we can observe both pre-premises for the emergence of
institutional isomorphism. The type of the Russian economic system is the state capitalism. The
authors (Wooldridge, 2012; Li, Wang, 2012; Musacchio, Lazzarini, 2014) note that in the markets of
the BRIC countries the state plays a more active role than it does in the traditional market economy.
In such markets we see active, and often "manual" management, as well as the "dual role" of the
state (as a market regulator and as its participant). This fact leads to the formation of specific rules of
the game in such markets.
The policy of state capitalism is the background for large-scale institutional reforms. One of the
principal tasks of industrial policy was to complete the formation of a full-fledged corporate sector in
all segments of the economy and start establishing companies of a new type capable of competing
with world leading producers. The main approach applied in this period was the creation of the state
corporations and development institutions. State corporations were partly a tool for consolidation of

the state assets (and in some cases of renationalization of privately owned assets) in a spectrum of
strategically important sectors, and partly a way to circumvent existing regulations limiting direct
government participation in the financing of production activities of enterprises.
A new round of industrial policy was the enactment of the Federal Law no. 488 “On industrial policy in
the Russian Federation” on December 31, 2014. This law provided a powerful impetus to the economy
reindustrialization. It is a synchronized process of creation of new high-tech sectors of economy,
efficient innovative renewal of its traditional sectors with concurrent, aligned, qualitative, and
consistent changes between economic-technological and socio-institutional spheres.
We can state that in Russia there is a dichotomy between the declared (proactive, horizontal, total)
and the implemented (active, vertical, selective) industrial policies. This fact is explained by a
spectrum of reasons, among which there are objective (for instance, the necessity of the parallel
construction of institutional environment and particular development institutions) and subjective ones
(designing policy “from top down”, which leads to inability to adequately assess the needs, and, what
is more essential, the possibilities of businesses).
Selectivity of industrial policy was to produce a multiplicative effect, which should have sustained
general economic growth. What happens de facto is the development of inclusive institutions that
target redistribution of rent in favour of large but not effective players, including the state itself.
As a result, the adaptation of enterprises is not rational in the full sense, since the strategic choice is
determined by external premises. The dynamic capabilities of enterprises are no longer a source of
"reconfiguration of resources" (Teece, Pisano, Shuen, 1997), here they take a different character.
These dynamic capabilities are the capabilities of the enterprise to match the institutions of the
external environment and be legitimate. In this case, the matching level with the external
environment is much more important than technical innovations. Such a strategic orientation can lead
to a decrease in cost efficiency. We can use it when institutional rent exceeds the possible cost
savings when using other strategies.

4. Conclusions
Summarizing all the above, we can state that the enterprises, strategically corresponding to the
industrial policy vector, can win in any case, even if they cannot effectively generate other types of
rents (see Table 1). This is an institutional trap that leads to two negative effects. Firstly, the state,
financing the weak players of the market, does not receive the return that it could have received in
case of supporting the strong industrial enterprises. Secondly, institutional rent by its nature is local
and short-term, which allows to speak about low competitiveness of Russian business in international
markets.
Intervention of the state in the economy is a factor of business growth only if its parameters are
consistent with the objectives of industrial policy. This statement is at variance with stereotyped ideas
that industrial policy is always a kind of protective barrier for domestic business. Such theoretical
results are also consistent with Baumole's conclusions about productive and unproductive
entrepreneurs in the society.
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